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Pyrgos village
Pyrgos, is a village, 13 kilometers east of the city of Limassol. Its administrative boundaries reach up to
the sea.

Pyrgos, receives an annual rainfall of about 430 mm; citrus, olive, carob and other fruit trees, are
cultivated in the area. Various types of vegetables and especially tomatoes are also cultivated. Pyrgos
is famous for the quality of its tomatoes. The village is included in the large irrigation project of the
South Duct and has benefited in the context of the second phase with the irrigation of about 100
hectares. As far as transportation is concerned, Pyrgos is connected in the south to the Limassol Nicosia highway and in the south-east with the village of Moni as well as with the village Parekklisia in
the west.

The village, mainly because of the relevantly small distance from the city of Limassol, has undergone
several increases of its population.

Population of Pyrgos village

Year

Inhabitance

1881

187

1891

326

1901

308

1921

421

1931

478

1946

570

1960

702

1973

712

1982

803

2001

2120
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The village existed during the Medieval times under the exact same name. In old maps it is marked
under the name Pirgo and Birgo. The name of the village originated from the fact that there was a
tower in the region, apparently one of the Byzantine years. A tower must have existed also during the
Frank domination era. The tower that existed in the village was a common Medieval one. Nearchos
Klerides reports a local tradition according to which a "Pyrgos tis Rigainas" (Tower of the Queen), from
the floor of which began a tunnel that extended to Amathous. As it often occurs with such traditions
that are related to medieval or more ancient structures, the legendary existence of some great treasure
is necessary. In the case of Pyrgos, the legendary treasure is a solid gold carriage with which the
notorious Rigaina moved around. An old building in the village is known as "rigoudin" and it is believed
that its floor is that of the original tower from where the tunnel begun.

The main church of Pyrgos is Panagia Pyrgotissa (Blessed Virgin Mary of Pyrgos ) and it was built
from 1886 until 1902.

In the East side of the tourist region of Limassol, between two five star luxurious hotels is found the
unique beautiful beach "AORATOI", that belongs to the community of Pyrgos.
The beach is extended over a length of 1000 meters with a beautiful sandy beach. The marina of Agios
Raphael is considered one of the most fully organised marinas. In the region of the village there are at
least two archaeological sites from Prehistoric times that prove an older inhabitation of the area.

There are nice hotels and a big beautiful marina in our village. Tourists visit our village to enjoy the
cleaned beaches and the blue sea and enjoy the Cypriot hospitality.
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By Marios Efthimiou
Member of Pyrgos Community Youth Club

The archaeological site of Pyrgos
Pyrgos is probably one the most important ancient sites yet found in Cyprus. A very important industrial
area with different rooms came to light. During the period 2350 - 1850BC, in Pyrgos village, were
produced perfumes, olive oil and wine. Rooms related with metallurgy and text tiles were found too.
There is evidence that, for the first time, olive oil was used as a fuel in copper production.

The excavations were carried out by a team of scientists from the National Council for Research of
Italy under Mrs Maria Belgiorno’s direction. Around 2,000 copper slag and bronze objects, stone tools
and moulds have been found, noting that many had been chemically analysed and that copper, tin,
lead, zinc, arsenic, silver, nickel, iron, sulphur, and silicon had been found.
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The analysis confirmed archaeologists’ beliefs that the primary and secondary processing of raw
copper were undertaken at Pyrgos.

The scarce presence of carbons in a number of small furnaces and forges point to the fact that olive oil
and the waste remains from its processing had been used as fuel in copper production. The analyses
of burned oil showed the use of olive oil as fuel.

In one of the rooms of that industrial area there was a peculiar laboratory producing perfumes earlier
than Egypt. The essences were obtained with the maceration system in olive oil. There was also
evidence of silk production and an olive press.
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By Dimitra Evagorou
Member of Pyrgos Community Youth Club
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Lithuania
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About NVO “Krantas” of Plunge district municipality,
Lithuania
Aims:
Organisation aims at creating a safe space for young people to realise their ideas, supports their
initiatives and gives the opportunity on non-formal and intercultural learning. Moreover, organisation
within its activities seeks to create added value for local community – informs about various issues,
helps to tackle the problems, etc.
Main activities:
Youth initiative projects. Organisation implements various projects seeking to contribute to education of
young people – to inspire their creativity, critical thinking and citizenship activities. Organisation works
a lot with disadvantaged youth from rural areas and facilitates their integration into local community.
Actions and events for local community:
NVO “Krantas” tries to encourage local community to participate in social life, helps to tackle local
problems and develops a variety of leisure activities.
Seminars, training courses, conferences:
Organisation coaches and sends young people to develop their competences to various events in
Lithuania and abroad.
Consultations:
Experienced members consult young people for making and managing projects, preparing reports and
getting the information about the opportunities of non – formal education. International Youth awards
programme. NVO “Krantas” implements the programme in order to promote young people to dedicate
their leisure time for interesting and creative activities.
Youth exchange projects:
NGO “Krantas” hosts and sends the groups of young people to youth exchange projects and gives
young people the opportunity of intercultural learning.
Youth policy formation and implementation:
NGO “Krantas”has a representative in Plunges Region Council on Youth Affairs. As well, NGO
“Krantas” supports development of rural NGOs from neighboring villages and regions.
Participation in Baltic Sea Region Youth Policy:
NGO “Krantas” from 2008 became a part of Baltic Sea States Sub-regional Cooperation (BSSSC)
Working Group on Youth Policy (WGYP) Youth Network.
Main working themes:
Organization works with various themes and in various directions. Actually, it’s everything what
concerns young people – starting with tackling environmental issues, human rights education and
finishing with the promotion of artistic activities. Organization “Krantas” has already implemented plenty
of projects, initiatives in local, regional, national and international level. At the moment organization
works on information project “Without corners” – creates television broadcast and publishes magazine
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– this let young people to understand more about their local realities, opportunities and motivates to
take active part in society.
Target group:
Target group of NGO “Krantas” is young people from local community, especially with fewer
opportunities (from rural areas, with social, economic disadvantages, etc.). Now in NGO “Krantas“
there are over 40 members aged from 14 to 29 years of age.

Contacts
Maybe you have some ideas, questions? Maybe you want to collaborate with us?
Write for us:
NGO “Krantas” Address: Gandingos g. 10-11, Plunge, Lithuania
E-mail : nvokrantas@gmail.com
Gintarė Gedrimaitė – President of NGO “Krantas”:
Telephone number: 0037060006576,
E-mail: gintare.gedrimaite@gmail.com
Raminta Bartkutė – Substitute of NGO “Krantas” president:
Telephone number: 0037062486300
E-mail: raminta.b@gmail.com
Surveys of NVO “Krantas” members

Research I.
Started: 29/06/2011, ended: 24/08/2011.
Votes: 9
Question: What will you do this summer?
Answers:
I will have holiday by the sea 0%
I will have a rest at home, but also I will engage in various activities 22%
I will work 0%
I will go abroad 22%
I have not planned yet, bus I plan to spend holiday spontaneously 56%

Research II.
Started: 16/10/2011, ended 21/11/2011.
Votes: 13
Question: What does the NVO “Krantas” mean for you?
Answers:
Implementation of ideas 8%
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Meaningful leisure 31%
Fun people, good humour, travel and adventure 8%
Surprises 0%
An immense, incomprehensible, but it is necessary 46%

Public institution Plunge Open Youth Centre
Address: Senamiescio sq. 5, Plunge, Lithuania
E-mail: jaunimas@plunge.lt, pajc@pajc.lt
http://www.pajc.lt
Tel.: +370 687 70339

Plunge Open Youth Centre activities are planned and implemented, taking into accounts the
youth's needs and desires. For young people, according to their expressed wishes of the activity is
created and premises Employment Plan. Plunge Open Youth Centre has the following directions:
Fruitful and safe leisure time. Plunge Open Youth Centre is intended to create a safe space
where young people can safely (without violence, drugs) spend time. There are a variety of organized
activities and classes, according to the needs of young people. Young people would like to see
entertainment venues, events, sports diversity. Young people are not always effectively utilizing their
free time because of the time, finance, information, lack of fatigue.
Planning activities for 2012, the survey of young people needs was implemented.
Question: what you would like to do in 2012?
Answers showed the critical need for purposeful leisure time. Answers:
1. to organize various film screenings;
2. to organize music events (which are already proven in the previous year);
3. to play table games in the afternoon.

Conclusions:
a) The centre has to try to implement one of the most important human needs - self-realization,
so the young people taking part in, are willing to express themselves, to implement the various
activities, to plan exciting events, to organize competitions. These non-traditional ways of
entertainment increasing number of urban youth involved in positive social activities.
b) Planned thematic and artistic activities (art, decoupage, photography, etc.) are extremely
important.
c) Also, many young people wish to have dance courses and music lessons and etc. But Plunge
Open Youth Centre has not yet been able to implement them. The Centre can only provide the
location, but can not offer the tools. In the future is expected to get more money to buy music
instruments that young people's music and dance groups may realize their potential.
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d) Also observed the need for youth sports, games and fitness activities. It is planned to
organize night basketball tournament, a variety of summer hiking in nature, the orienteering game,
which can not only activate young people to involve in sports but also provide knowledge about their
native city.
e) Also highlighted the need for youth to get them the necessary information, knowledge and
develop competencies such as the ability to solve problems, make decisions, creative and critical
thinking, self-knowledge, to cope with stress, it was decided to organize a variety of lectures, training
sessions on relevant topics for young people, as well as the development of youth entrepreneurship.
Work centre information and advice on issues - the organization's development, project management,
and search and co-sponsored with the social partners.
f) A great need and desire is to join other youth activities stems from the Plunge district towns
and villages. Rural unemployment makes youth often to spend their time doing nothing, alcohol
consumption, and so on. Young people would often be happy to join in Plunge Open Youth Centre
activities.
Most urgent problems of young people identified:


Low operating employment



Migration. Young people migrate to foreign countries and major cities in Lithuania because of
easier access to job, higher payment.



Lack of work and its diversity. Rural young people do not want to do agricultural work. It is also
difficult to employment of a qualified practitioner, as poor labour supply.



lack of meaningful leisure (services are often paid)



depletion of terrestrial resources (talented, motivated young people leave)



Inability to find an occupation.



Autonomy, lack of initiative, apathy, frustration, lack of motivation (what do I need? What in it
for me?, etc.)
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Bulgaria
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My town Kresna

Kresna

is

a

small

town

in

the

Southwestern part of Bulgaria. On one side is
based in the Pirin Mountain and reaches the
sandy talus Mello, spread like a giant fan in the
northeast, on the other side are the lower slopes
of the mountain Maleshevska. Kresna is on the
both banks of the Struma River.

I never imagined that living in a small town could
have such an impact on my life. When I was a teenager, I
thought that it was a disadvantage - the same boring
routine every day.

Now I live and work in Kresna and realize how important my small
town is to me. I appreciate the familiar faces I see every day. I like the
feeling of security and belonging my town offers.
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My favorite sport is rafting. The rapid waters of the Struma River in the region of Kresna Gorge
provide the best conditions for rafting.

I wrote a poem for my hometown Kresna:
Kresna – my ancient legend,
My hometown - hope and destiny!
I live here with love and faith
and swear in your eternity!

Whenever and where I go,
your ruby sunset brings me back.
Old mountains hugging me with joy,
and I love you, my gorgeous land!

Petar Anastasov, 30 years old,
Kresna, Bulgaria
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Wedding traditions in Kresna
Bulgaria is a land steeped in tradition. Many of its ancient traditions, including its wedding
traditions, are still practiced today in villages and small towns like Kresna.

Engagement
Nowadays like in ancient times a wedding required the agreement of the bride, something not
true in many cultures. Traditionally the prospective groom would ask her father for his blessing. If the
father agreed to the marriage he would then ask his daughter three times if she wished to marry. If she
answered “Yes” all three times then she was considered pre-engaged.
The actual engagement takes place on a holiday or on a Sunday. Relatives and neighbors are
invited and a small feast is held. It is during this meeting that details of the marriage are agreed upon.
An agreement made during this engagement feast is
considered legal and binding.
Just before the marriage ceremony is to take place
the groom’s friends throw him a bachelor party and the
bride’s friends throw her a party as well. In olden times there
was a great deal of ritual involved with the parties, but today
the parties are similar to the parties in the United States or
Western Europe. Even so, this is a time for the man and the
woman to bid their single friends farewell.

Pre-wedding rituals
Most weddings in Kresna take place on Sunday. On the preceding
Thursday the bride’s mother performs the ritual kneading of the bread (pitka).
The rising of the dough symbolizes the creation of a new family unit.
At the same time the husband-tobe’s best man must make the wedding banner. There is a great deal
of ritual associated with the wedding banner. The pole for the
banner must be from a fruit-bearing tree and the 6-foot-long pole
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must be chopped from the tree with a single ax stroke. An apple or an onion wrapped in foil is pierced
onto the top of the pole, and a hand-woven kerchief is attached to the pole along with colorful ribbons,
ivy, and strings of popcorn.
Early on the morning of the wedding the groom’s family and friends gather at his home. The
procession is joyful with much dancing, music and singing.
Once the wedding party arrives at the bride’s home there is much merrymaking and the bride
is locked in a room and only the best woman can visit her until the groom and the best man bargain to
be let in.
The marriage ceremony rituals
It is considered good luck for the bride and the
groom to each step into the church with their right foot
first. The wedding ceremony itself is often rather short,
but interspersed with folk songs. At the conclusion of
the ceremony the bride and groom exchange rings and
the traditional wedding kiss. Once the official wedding
papers are signed another wedding custom is the
“stepping.” Whoever steps on the other’s foot first will be dominate and provide for the new family.

The reception
In days past there would be a loud wedding
procession to the groom’s house for the wedding
reception
.

In
modern

times the
reception
is
generally held in a restaurant. It is at the reception that
the groom’s mother traditionally meets the new family.
She lays a long, white hand-woven cloth at the door
for the newly-married couple to enter on and she throws flowers in their path as a symbol of health,
happiness and purity in their new life together.
And then the music and the dancing begins. Dancing is a large part of the Bulgarian wedding
reception ritual.

Gergana Terzyiska, 30 years old,
Kresna, Bulgaria
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Romanian Education System
The Western world doesn’t hear about Romanian education on a regular basis. This isn’t because
contemporary Romanian education isn’t on par with Western
education, but it has more to do with the fact that Romanian
education has gained a poor reputation over the past few years.
Presently, the entire Romanian educational system is going
through a sort of revival, and the result is a very promising
educational

system

from

kindergarten

through

university.

Beginning at the age of three, many children are introduced to the
Romanian educational system in the form of kindergarten. Even though kindergarten is optional in
Romania, it provides a building-block for all students who do attend. Following kindergarten, children
are whisked away to elementary school at the age of six years old.

Elementary school in Romania is slightly different from elementary school in Europe and the West,
though the same fundamental lessons are taught. In fact,
Romanian education largely mimics education throughout the
rest of the world until children reach the high school level. High
school in Romania is reserved for those students who pass The
National Test (an extremely difficult aptitude test), and many
students never reach the high school at all.
From the moment that a few lucky teens enter the high school
system, education in Romania becomes competitive. High
school students are expected to perform exceptionally well, and only those who can stand a large
amount of competition will pass the ever-looming Romanian Baccalaureate Exam. Those who fail this
exam have no hope of obtaining a high school diploma or applying to university. Though Romanian
universities have come under fire from Europe and Western countries in the past, this is no longer the
case. Many Romanian universities are now global players with various programs gaining worldwide
recognition. Buy school emergency supplies and be ready for disasters. At present, some Romanian
universities are attempting to align academic programs with those in Europe, so that the two countries
may communicate on an academic level.
The one portion of the Romanian educational system that is still lacking is post-graduate studies.
Years ago, many educators within Romania recognized the fact that post-graduate educators were
scarce. Unfortunately, this problem has not been rectified as of yet. Still, as a whole, Romanian
education is beginning to shape-up to European standards, and that’s a great start to a whole new
global perspective on the entire Romanian educational system.
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Campina Central School

Urban Readings in Campina
Romania is reading less and less. Over the past few decades, the popularity of books has decreased
in a society more and more inclined towards technology. Worried by the
trend, a team of young volunteers from Bucharest came up with an idea
for a project about books and people, which aimed at turning cities into
more „friendly” environments. Urban Reading is a project of civical
implication, initiated by civika.ro. It’s purpose is to promote reading in
public spaces, in means of transport and to increase people’s interest for
reading in general. It is also a volunteering project, supported by members
of the community, who help reviving the pleasure of reading and
interacting with other people.
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The impact of the initiative was unexpected. People
were excited by the idea of gathering together in parks
or in the subway for a 2 or 3 hour reading session. It
turned reading into a group experience and therefore
made it more enjoyable, especially to younger people.
In only a few months, the project has expanded to a national level and it was brought to almost 30
cities in Romania by enthusiastic teams of young volunteers. Amongst those was a group of 6
teenagers from the small town of Campina who believed in the idea that encouraging a certain
behaviour can lead to changing people’s mentalities, thus creating a better community.

After months of enthusiastic preparations and planning, the
first edition was ready to rock the small town of Campina. The
local

authorities

and

media were immensely
helpful,

offering

the

project the vital financial
support

and

the

publicity it needed to
reach the community. The people were excited and involved,
and with their help the team managed to collect over 500 books
that were offered to the 1000 participants who gathered in Campina’s central park on the 28th of
August 2010. After the first edition, the volunteers prepared 7 other events, including the opening of an
official reading space, donating 600 books to a local orphanage and several poetry readings with
special author guests. The team also hosted 2 book promotions and a folk concert by a well-known
Romanian folk singer.
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Latvia
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Tukums young people about life in Latvia
Even Latvia is a small country youth in here basically has large variety of opportunities to fulfill
their life with creative, developing, and interesting activities and hobbies. Furthermore, chances are
expending every day and they seem infinite. However, despite how wide the possibilities are - life has
limits, and it also restricts the options of young people.
The money is a relevant constraint that young people face in their everyday life. When the
youth is forced to live by their own, study in university, and look for permanent job, it is much harder to
find a time and finances for self-improving activities. Though, the potential performances in different
fields, as it was said before, is wide, and hereafter will be highlighted the most important, selfdeveloping and interesting activities youth in Latvia.
Our education system supports students in primary, secondary, and high school by giving
them opportunity to express their talents and acquire new knowledge with the help of different extracurricular activities and clubs. Every scholar is able to attend various courses for free, for example,
science class, dancing, art, debates, finance and many more. Unfortunately, a large proportion of
pupils find these courses worthwhile. They do not realize that there will not be many chances to
improve their skills in the future without spending extra money.
In many regions of Latvia there are institutions called ‘culture centers’ or ‘houses of culture’
where a lot of organizations and interest groups in which youth can take part are located. Usually most
of the activities in these institutions are for free, and it is possible to join amateur theaters, choirs, folk
groups, etc. Everyone is able to find something for different tastes.
There are not many countries in the world that offer vocational education in music from age of
six. Latvia is one of those rare countries that provide an opportunity for the youth to play musical
instruments, specialize in music theory, and obtain a certificate after graduating eight year program in
special schools. In similar case we can mention special schools for those who have interest and
passion in sport.
It is told that Latvians are nation of singers and dancers. Dancing and singing actually are the
most popular among people of all age in Latvia. Even more, Latvians are much likely to dance folk
dances and sing classic and folk songs, assuming that trough song and dance we can show our
national identity and mentality. There is tradition in every four years to organize Latvian Youth Song
and Dance Celebration. This celebration brings more than 30 000 dancers and singers together to
create a magnificent festival of music and rhythm.
We can be proud of young musicians, artists, and athletes in our country, but we can also find
persons who busy oneself with other – untraditional - hobbies. For those who will point out that we do
not have hills or mountains in Latvia, skiers and snowboarders will give an answer that it is possible to
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engage in winter sports here. Tell youth in Latvia that people actually cannot fly and they will show you
how to do it in Aerodium vertical wind tunnel. If you do not know what ‘geo-catching’ means, there are
adventurists in Latvia who will explain that it is an outdoor treasure hunting game where players all
around the world try to locate hidden objects.
Moreover, there are many specific youth organizations that deals with cultural value,
international and educational matters. Young people are willing to take part in these organizations to
communicate and express their opinion not only in local, but also in global scale. The post popular
organizations in Latvia are Youth in Action, European Youth Parliament and Young Men's Christian
Association (YMCA).
In conclusion, as all these examples indicate, youth in Latvia are very versatile and they are
happy of what they know and what they can. In spite of the limits young people are able to find ways
how to fulfill their life, and there are favorable conditions in Latvia so youth could express their talents
and gain knowledge.

Children's and Youth Theatre "Knifiņš"
Tukums, 2012
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Youth policy in Latvia and Tukums
According to Youth Law young people in Latvia are persons from 13 to 25 years of age. In
2011 number of youth was 19,2 % (436 296 young people) of the total population in Latvia.
Main objective of youth policy in Latvia is to improve the life quality of young people - persons
from 13 to 25 years of age - by promoting their initiatives, participation in decision-making and social
life, as well as by supporting youth work and providing children easier transition of children to adult
status.
On the local level the main actors in youth policy are the municipalities and the institutions
subjected to them. Main actors of youth policy planning and implementing on a local level are
municipal youth affairs coordinators and youth centers in municipalities, education institutions and
pupils' councils.
Municipal youth affairs coordinators work with young people and youth initiative groups and
with youth organizations in different directions: employing leisure time, voluntary work, non-formal
education, ensuring of youth participation in the local municipal administration. Presently in Latvia are
68 youth affairs coordinators.
With the support of the state there are 39 youth centers established in municipalities since
2004, but in total there are 81 youth center in Latvia. One of them is Tukums Youth center.
Tukums Youth center was opened in December 2011. Youth centre is significant stage
between "passive" and "active" young person, it is a place where is available friendly, open and
supporting environment for young people with different interests and life experience. Youth center
cooperates with different persons, who are involved in youth policy implementation process (different
institutions of municipalities, youth organizations, as well as with state administrative institutions).
Main assignments of Tukums Youth centre are:


to provide youth possibilities to spend free time usefully;



to promote development of young people knowledge and skills outside of formal and hobby
education, by implementing different non-formal education programmes, projects and actions;



to create favorable conditions for development of young people intellectuality and creativity;



to promote youth participation in youth organizations, youth initiative groups and voluntary
work;



to provide young people access to their interests and demands appropriate information;



to promote inclusion of young people from social risk groups among peer in youth center
activities;



to promote young people participation in local, regional, national and international youth
activities, projects and programmes etc.
In Tukums Youth center building now is working one of Tukums NGO - Tukums Youth Club
"10x10". Tukums Youth Club "10x10" has been in existence since 1993. Now the management and
membership has changed a whole generation. But the club's "10x10" aim - to create Tukums young
people the opportunity to usefully spend her free time - has been preserved.
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Club "10x10" is a non-governmental youth organizations in Tukums. Club „10x10” involves
approximately 20 young people. Club certainly could not exist without the volunteers participating in the
office-keeping operations, event organizing and other activities. Club‘s main task is to represent the
interests of young people in Tukums and in local institutions and to motivate young people to get
involved.
YC "10x10" members have put together some observations on them selves and on the lives of
young people in Tukums:
In Tukums we have strongly motivated young people, who are hungry to prove themselves
not only on the country level, but also Europe and the rest of the world.
Club “10x10” is checked in practice, how hard it is to involve youth in activities of any kind
outside his usual yard and nightclub, and when it succeeds, the youth are not sure of what he really
wants, does not believe in yourself something to create, modify and improve. Therefore YC "10x10"
are glad to have newfound Youth center, which has quickly attracted the attention of young people.
Now is solved one major problem - is gathered information of interest to young people.
Now Youth center managed by youth affairs coordinator, who is competent to respond to youth issues
and listen young people about interests education and he works as an information broker between the
government and the young.
One of the most discussed topics is entertainment. Young people want a movie theater, a
visit not only with friends but also with the family. But club "10x10" members are glad by sports
entertainment in "Ice hall", "Lauktehnikas sports complex", "People with disabilities sport center" and
house courtyards. Respecting young people's interest in sports, youth club "10x10" also hosts sporting
and entertainment activities for young people, their families and classes throughout the year: Easter
race team, winter running, summer and autumn hikes of several county lengths. Also in two bistros and
night clubs have adapted to hold music and dance events for the audience not only for adults.
Advantage: young people have many opportunities to express his interest and hobby
activities at school and beyond, to engage in student council activities, invest their work in
organizations and associations and attend sports, music and art schools or studio.
After secondary school and grammar school graduation, many young people leave the city
to join the national or foreign universities. In local area are limited opportunities to learn more. It is
therefore one great benefit to the city – here is one branch of a university.
Almost one third of Latvia's 15 to 24 year-olds are unemployed. Experts say young people
are finding it hard because of problems with the education system, and in particular a lack of practical
training. At the same time the economical crisis (from 2008) has forced young jobseekers to take a
more active approach when it comes to finding work, with some taking up state-sponsored placements
or voluntary work and some heading abroad.
Club members agreed that young people want to work. Although the government is
welcoming and tries to create opportunities for young people to work across the country, Tukums,
taking into account the number of companies, this option is not enough. Young said that entrepreneurs
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do not interested in hiring young people with no experience, therefore the practice site offers only a few
companies. That is why young people are willing to work are going to look for work in other cities and
often remain there. But three members of the club took the opportunity to participate in the SEA
program "Support for young people volunteering," where Tukums are many associations that are ready
to teach young people new skills and work habits.
Overall, the Youth club "10x10" members of the young people's lives in Tukums termed
"good" - we use all that is here.
We love to complain about problems and we want changes.
But actually we need to look in the mirror and understand that we are the source of the
changes, we need to do something if we want to fulfill our goals.
Everything starts with a thought, and the rest is in our hands: to fight for our dreams or
to do nothing.

Tukums Youth Club "10x10"
Tukums, Latvia, 2012
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Poland
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In recent years
Young people lead very busy lifestyles because most of them study or work.

Holidays,

weekends or just a few free hours in the evening are necessary to relax, meet friends and find time for
hobbies. It is hard to get as much leisure as one would like to, but whenever people have some spare
time, it is good to organize it. Otherwise, when there are no creative ideas and options people get
bored very easily. Regarding to research made by Grundtvig’s coordinator, majority of youth are mostly
wasting their time sitting at home. There are various causes of boredom like laziness or lack of proper
facilities, especially in the countryside. I’ve decided to write a couple of words about this issue on
example of my local area – municipality of Nowosolna.

All

of

our

hobbies

and

activities depend on many factors like
amount of free time, season of the
year and weather. In my opinion,
youth born and raised in countryside
is very active and prefer to spend
their

leisure

time

outdoors.

Unfortunately, in Poland we have
(optimistically speaking) three or four
months of fine and sunny weather
per year. That is why we use any
opportunity to go out with friends and play some sports like football or beach volleyball. What is more,
our municipality belongs to natural landscape park with countless challenging tracks for mountain
biking amateurs. All the activities I listed above highly depend on the weather conditions. Luckily, if it’s
rainy and cold, we are allowed to play at modern gym in local Primary School. Besides sports and
outing with friends it is difficult to
find any other outdoors activities.
The fact is, we live in the
age of information and the most
important way of communication
nowadays is Internet. Now, we are
able to contact anyone in short time
using new technologies which is
undoubtedly a huge advantage. On
the other hand, some people get
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used to discuss everything via internet so much, that they would rather write an e-mail than meet and
talk with actual person. Especially in winter, when young people spend a lot of time in front of monitors
and TV due to no other alternatives.
The point is, in our municipality, there is a need for a place with a similar style to pub or bar. It
would be a great solution not only for long winter evenings but for summer nights as well. There is no
place where we can simply sit and talk, watch football matches together, play some games like billiards
or darts with friends, despite the weather. It should be opened for people of any age and located in the
centre of municipality. In addition, we suffer from lack of entertainment with good music, dance and
generally occasion to have fun. Although there are many clubs in big cities, countryside parties have
superiority over them. The fact that all people know each other very well, makes local parties safer and
guarantees great atmosphere.
To sum up, we always do our best to defeat boredom. It is much easier now, when new facility
- Park Centre of Culture and Ecology (GPCKiE) works in our municipality. Recently, this is the place
where all local important events are organized. Besides this, GPCKiE offers wide range of activities for
young people like movie evenings, karaoke or dancing lessons. The truth is, even when weather is
horrible, young and creative minds are always able to overcome any obstacle to spend a good time.
“Where there's a will, there's a way”

By Jerzy Karamuz
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Young people and our cultural identity…


What makes us, young people, a part of our municipality – Nowosolna?



What places of Nowosolna municipality are we proud of?



Do we know the history of those places?

To find the answer for the following questions I decided to interview the young inhabitants.
All the young people agreed that the most important place for them is the manor house in Byszewy
village.
-Do you know the history of that place? – I asked them.
- It was built by Teodor Plichta – they answered.
-Who was Teodor Plichta?
- err………. (silence)
- Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz visited the palace very often – somebody from the group said
- Who was Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz?
- A writer.
- What books did he write?
- err………. (silence again)
My research proved that we, young people, identify with the manor house in Byszewy.

Unfortunately, our identity means only the idea and the building but we do not know much about its
history and about the people who lived there in the past.
To complete the gaps in an education I decided to find as much interesting information about
that topic as possible.
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The manor house in Byszewy was built at the turn of 17

th

and 19

th

centuries by Teoodor

Plichta. The previous house of the Plichtów family was burnt. It was a house made of wood in
Moskwa village. The Plichtow family lived in Byszewy till the end of the Second World War.
Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz came to Byszewy in 1911. A young writer left Kiev where he had studied the
law. At the beginning of his professional life Iwaszkiewicz worked as a private tutor. He travelled a lot
around Poland and the Ukraine.
Having written several novels he described his memories from that period.
The most important for his literature was the time he spent in the manor
house in Byszewy. He expressed his fascination of this place in the novel
“"The Maidens of Wilko".
It is worth mentioning that in 1979 Andrzej Wajda directed the film based on
that novel.
In 1980 the film was nominated to the Oscar Prize in the category „The best
foreign film”.
After the Second World War there was a school in the house in Byszewy. Now, the house is
rebuilt after a big fire which destroyed almost everything in 2009.

In the park around the manor house in Byszewy there is the biggest
Pedunculate Oak (at the area of the Łódź Hills Landscape Park). The perimeter
of the trunk is 580 cm and estimated age of the tree is about 300 years. The
oak is empty inside.
The local inhabitants wanted to commemorate Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz’s
visit in the manor house so they gave the tree a name: "Jarosław".

By Katarzyna Nawrotek
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